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1 Introduction

The great promise of the SCEC earthquake simulations is to provide physics-based ground motions

and hazard maps that will be useful for engineering applications. The benefits of a physics-based

approach over the currently more common stochastic simulation method is that the waveforms

reflect the organization in phase arrivals, polarization, and dispersion that are characteristic of real

ground motions.

In rare cases, the shear wave velocity (Vs) profile of a site is known which enables site-specific

response analysis, but usually, the only general site conditions are known through Vs30. The state-

of-the-art Vs30-based site response methods (e.g., Choi and Stewart , 2005; Walling et al., 2008) are

used in NGA-West2 GMPEs (Gregor et al., 2014). However, they are based on equivalent linear

method, an approximation to the nonlinear wave equation solution proposed by Seed and Idriss

(1970) that has been repeatedly shown not be unreliable for very strong ground motion analyses,

very deep sediments, or for propagation of ground motion time-series rich in high frequencies

through soft soil sites. For example, Shi and Asimaki (2017) has found that the equivalent linear

method severely under-predicts frequencies above 5 Hz when the soil maximum shear strain exceeds

0.04% (which is approximately equivalent to a PGA of 0.05g).

Additionally, the NGA-West2 GMPEs use the response spectra based amplification factor,

which cannot be used to modify the ground motions directly. This drawback specifically affects

nonlinear dynamic structural analysis, where real or synthetic time histories are necessary for

simulating the nonlinear response of buildings during earthquakes (Yamamoto and Baker , 2013).

As a compromise, some alternative methods (such as the spectral matching method developed by

Seifried , 2013) must be employed. On the contrary, the site amplification factors in this project are

based on both the response spectra and the Fourier spectra, which can then address this problem.

In this project, we develop a Vs30-based site response amplification based on complex Fourier

spectral ratios (i.e., both amplitude and phase), which can be used in modifying ground motion
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time series on reference site conditions (i.e., Vs30 = 760 m/s). There are three essential components

in this site response module:

• Material property model, namely, Sediment Velocity Model (SVM), developed by the authors;

• Material constitutive model, namely, Hybrid Hyperbolic (HH), developed by the authors (Shi

and Asimaki , 2017);

• Nonlinear wave propagation solver, developed by Li and Assimaki (2010) and Assimaki and

Li (2012)

2 Material property model: SVM

The first component of this site response module is the material property model (Sediment Velocity

Model, or SVM), which translates Vs30 information into a 1D shear wave velocity (Vs) profile. We

developed this model based on about 1,000 measured Vs profiles in California collected over the

past four decades.

This model has a simple functional form (proposed by Vrettos, 1996):

VS(z) = VS0(1 + kz)1/n (1)

where z is the depth, and VS0, k, and n are three parameters to be calibrated. We used nonlinear

least squares regression and found the relationship between these three parameters and VS30. We

also found the variance of VS from the data, thus we can generate a series of constrained randomized

Vs profiles based on the smooth analytical profile given by Equation (1). This randomization process

is based primarily on Toro (1995), with only minor revisions.

There is another velocity model that serves a similar purpose, which precedes SVM. It is the

Geotechnical Layer Model, or “GTL”, developed by Ely et al. (2010). However, because GTL is

not based on measured Vs profiles, the Vs profile that it predicts is less accurate than SVM (see

example shown in Figure 1). Also, compared to SVM, which needs only one input parameter (i.e.,

Vs30), GTL requires an additional parameter, which makes it unfit for the purpose of this project.

3 Material constitutive model: HH

The next component in this site response module is the material constitutive model, which describes

how the soil layers deform under cyclic loading. This material constitutive model is called the hybrid

hyperbolic (HH) model, and is developed by Shi and Asimaki (2017).

The functional form of the HH model is as follows:

τHH (γ) = w (γ) · τMKZ (γ) + [1 − w (γ)] · τFKZ (γ) (2)
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Figure 1: Predicted versus measured VS profiles; predicted versus true amplification functions.

SVM offers a better prediction than GTL for both sites.

where

w (γ) = 1 − 1/
[
1 + 10−a(log10(γ/γt)−4.039a−1.036)

]
(3)

and

τMKZ (γ) =
Gmaxγ

1 + β (γ/γref)
s (4)

τFKZ (γ) =
γd · µ

1
Gmax

+ γd·µ
τf

(5)

As can be seen from Equation (2), the HH model provides a nonlinear relation between shear

stress (τ) and shear strain (γ). Figure 2 shows an example of the stress-strain curve given by the

HH model. The nine parameters of the HH model are summarized in Table 1. When stress-strain

laboratory tests are a possibility, one can obtain the values of all nine parameters in the laboratory.

However, this is seldom the case, especially in the context of regional scale site response evaluation—

we usually only know the Vs30 associated with a specific location. In this case, we have developed

a calibration procedure called “HH calibration” (HHC), which can provide the values of all the nine

parameters of HH using only a Vs profile.

Therefore, given a Vs30 value, we can first use the SVM model to generate a Vs profile, and

then use HHC to calibrate all the parameters for HH.
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Table 1: Summary of the nine (9) parameters of the hybrid hyperbolic (HH) model

Symbol Meaning

Gmax Initial stiffness

γref Reference strain, related to soil properties

β First shape parameter of MKZ

s Second shape parameter of MKZ

γt Transition strain from MKZ to FKZ

a Rate of transition from 1 to 0

τf Shear strength

µ From FKZ, representing stress accumulation

d Shape parameter of FKZ

Figure 2: An example of the stress-strain relationship given by the HH model

4 Site response amplification factors based on SVM and HH

Using the results of the first two components, i.e., the SVM and HH models, we are then able to

calculate the site response amplification factors using finite-difference partial differential equation

solver (i.e., the nonlinear method). Concretely, we plan to select a range of Vs30 (from 180 m/s to

1000 m/s) to generate Vs profiles, and select a suite of ground motion waveforms (scaled to peak

ground accelerations ranging from 0.05g to 1.0g), then perform nonlinear site response analysis

(as is used in Shi and Asimaki , 2017). And then, we can calculate the amplification factor as the

spectral ratio between the output and input waveforms. The comparison features of our proposed

amplification factor and that of the GMPE is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: Comparison of features between the amplification factor in this project and that of the

GMPE

This project GMPE

Vs profile Based on measured profiles Not based on measured profiles

Vs profile randomization Based on measurements Not based on measurements

Site response analysis method Nonlinear (more accurate) Equivalent linear (less accurate)

Response spectra 51 51

Fourier spectra (amplitude) 51 55

Fourier spectra (phase) 51 55
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